WHY IS THERE NO UNIVERSAL LAW FOR ROCK WALL RETREAT?

Comparing studies of rock slope erosion and soil slope erosion, no governing equation similar to the universal soil loss equation for rock slopes are available. Rock masses in contact with the atmosphere are affected by a suite of physical, chemical and biological processes which degrade intact rock, creating new fractures and extending existing flaws. Complex feedbacks must be explored between changing slope boundary conditions, stress redistribution and fracturing, and weathering by external mechanisms. To limit the range of empirical variability of rockwall retreat rates different studies from Alpine and Arctic Environments and also employ recently derived weathering rates from Mars are compared. Important novel conceptual approaches to temporally and spatially decipher nonlinear effects on rock slope erosion including incision-related topographic stresses, rock fatigue, paraglacial and paracratering effects etc. and how they could contribute to a more uniform understanding of rockwall retreat are discussed.
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